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Coolink SWiF-1202 Silent
120mm Fan - Sleeved

$16.95

Product Images

Short Description

Coolink's SWiF (short for "Silent Whisper Fan") fans stem from the same manufacturer as the popular transparent-blue silent fans
we previously sold. They are the perfect solution for those who want to continue to enjoy their quietness, quality and design at a
much more affordable price. Many versions of these fans are identical in construction to the long proven models and hence
possess the same outstanding performance and operating characteristics that have convinced hundreds and thousands of users
over the years. Due to their high delivery volume and reduced rotational speed, the 120mm fans are perfect for a silent and
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effective cooling even on hot days. This fan also has an overload protection and an automatic restart function and it is long-
lasting, due to its high-quality processing.

Fan cable is fully covered in nylon Techflex sleeving and premium heatshrink, colors of your choice.

Description

Coolink's SWiF (short for "Silent Whisper Fan") fans stem from the same manufacturer as the popular transparent-blue silent fans
we previously sold. They are the perfect solution for those who want to continue to enjoy their quietness, quality and design at a
much more affordable price. Many versions of these fans are identical in construction to the long proven models and hence
possess the same outstanding performance and operating characteristics that have convinced hundreds and thousands of users
over the years. Due to their high delivery volume and reduced rotational speed, the 120mm fans are perfect for a silent and
effective cooling even on hot days. This fan also has an overload protection and an automatic restart function and it is long-
lasting, due to its high-quality processing.

Fan cable is fully covered in nylon Techflex sleeving and premium heatshrink, colors of your choice.
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Additional Information

SKU SWiF1202

Weight 0.5000

Color Clear

Fan Dimensions 120mm

Fan Width 25mm

Fan Voltage 12 VDC

Fan RPM 1600

Fan Noise (dB) 24


